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A Streamlined Report This Week 
 
Let’s not go into great detail about sentiment and internals indicators trying to ascertain 
something already fully in play. The stock market has finally cracked, making an A-B-C 
correction in micro time per a 30 minute chart. Sentiment is in play from the negative 
side, volatility is now intense and while we will gauge the macro regularly going forward, 
we also are in the realm of straight TA. So #486 is going to be a breeze for us this 
weekend as we get down mainly to more TA and less theory across various markets. 
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Wrap Up (a basic summary based on conclusions from work done in this week’s report)   
 
 

! US Stock Market:  So we had anticipated a bottom and a bounce. Last week the 
US market bottomed, bounced, dropped, bottomed and bounced again. SPX 
reversed on Friday from a logical point and this could get over bearish 
participants thinking “rut roh, why did I puke?” and starting to chase. I think this 
is the type of market where you buy a logical low and hope that a rally ensues or 
else don’t blindly chase the reactions. 

 
! There could well be another shoe to drop after a bounce plays out. Let’s watch 

sentiment and macro indicators to gauge the proceedings.  
 

! Market Internals:  The few divergences we had, like those noted in the Semi 
sector manifested in a hum dinger of a correction. Now the market is finally in 
motion with herds running every which way. You can’t ask for better if you are 
like me. A market in a robo trend or melting up day after day is not fun. A market 
that is running on emotion and becoming volatile in both directions… is. When 
things smooth out we’ll again gauge internals.  

 
! 3 Amigos:  Stocks vs. Gold got whacked from a point lower than the ultimate 

target allowed for by the monthly chart. Let’s keep open minds both ways here 
and go week to week. 10yr yields are essentially at target and 30yr dwells below 
target, all with Gross & Dalio plastered across the media as poster boyz of the 
new bond bear (that isn’t quite yet). The yield curve unsurprisingly steepened 
with the market disturbance but remains in a long-term flattening trend.  

 
! Amigos bottom line: no confirmations of trend changes yet.   

 
! Global Stock Markets:  In some cases egregiously overbought and correcting, like 

the US. Also subject to bounce potentials like the US.   
 

! Commodities:  USD-centric ‘Inflation trade’ still alive because USD is still 
bearish on its larger trends, despite bounce.       

 
! Precious Metals:  Sector’s best ‘epic buy’ (ala Q4 2008) would be if the ‘inflation 

trade’ ends in global liquidation and the sector gets wiped out. But if stock 
markets are taking the 1st of more hits to come, this would be very supportive and 
if gold at least holds its own vs. commodities and silver leads gold, so much the 
better. Constructive here even if an inflationary phase grinds along.  

 
! Currencies:  USD bearish but bouncing.  

 
! Sentiment:  Sentiment got cleaned very well last week, to the point where a solid 

bounce across asset markets is not only possible, but likely. Friday’s reversal may 
have been the start. Let’s see how the pig comes out of the gate early this week. 
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US Stock Market 
 
SPX and its fellows made an A-B-C correction (i.e. short-term down-up-down whipsaw) 
in micro time last week. The SMA 200, per the SPX chart is generally the line in the sand 
that sparked Friday’s bullish reversal. SPX has 2 significant gaps, one as noted above in 
the mid-2800s and the other as noted in an update in the mid-2400s.  
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Which gap will fill first? My hope is for a strong bounce toward upside SPX (and Dow) 
gaps, but at least to the SMA 50s above. Then it would be time to evaluate whether to 
sell, raise cash, short or what have you. It would be uncharacteristic to history for this 
market to simply resume its major bull trend right away; but then, what about this market 
has been characteristic since the 2016 election? On the weekly below you can see how 
intact everybody still is to the long-term trends, not to mention how ridiculously 
overbought the leading Semi sector became and still is.  
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Here is a daily view of most sectors in a thus far routine correction that is erasing the 
manic elements that overtook the market in Q4 into Q1. The number #1 question we need 
to answer is was that epic spike in sentiment (Investors Intelligence, AAII, historically 
high new retail trading account activity, etc.) a bull killer? For now, balance is advised. 
Remember, cash is paying a dividend as the answers get sorted out.  
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The weekly charts are still intact with the Energy sector a relative weakling. The weekly 
moving averages shown are semi-arbitrary ones selected to best represent long-term 
support or resistance. Take them only FWIW and not as gospel. This is a generally intact 
market, which does not mean last week was not the 1st shot across the bow of something 
worse. It just means that as of now there is no major technical damage to the trend.  
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Utes got a bounce on Friday. A new short-term resistance area has been created as 
shown. The same goes for the Real Estate ETF. Staples have lateral resistance coinciding 
with the SMA 50 as does ‘Value’ (which is even more of a value after last week). 
Discretionary, with its AMZN component could bounce toward the recent highs if Friday 
was not just temporary short covering and a real bounce gets going.  
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Focusing on Medical Devices as we have all along, you may have noted in the Trade Log 
that IHI was added. I also held EW and TRXC through all the misery, took a profit on 
MZOR and bought it back on Friday and added the long-watched ARAY on the drop to 
the SMA 50.  
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The weekly shows everybody more or less intact with the speculative TRXC burrowing 
lower in its persistent flag. ARAY is trying to hold the EMA 120. I am not sponsoring 
any particular sector in a market event like this. But since I hold several of these items I 
continue to show the charts. I believe Medical Device/Equipment would be relatively 
stable, business wise, if the economy were to soften.  
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Bottom Line on the US Stock Market 
 
In 2015 the stock market took on the look of a top (that wasn’t). The first hard break 
came with a similar spike in the VIX. We then spent several weeks managing a whipsaw 
that became a trade-able ‘W’ bottom before a failure to a lower low in February of 2016. 
Last week the market took an initial hard crack as with the 2015 VIX spike. From either 
the SPX 2460 gap or Friday’s low of 2532, which filled another gap, the market should 
bounce/rally. The power of the reversal puts the odds on 2532 holding for a bounce.  
 

 
 
You may recall that gold bottomed before everything back in December of 2015; before 
silver, the miners, commodities and stocks, which bottomed in January-February of 2016. 
Gold made a bottom that led the precious metals sector, which then led the entire global 
asset market upward. Dial back to Q4 2008. Gold and then silver and the miners 
bottomed and led the broad stock and commodities markets, which bottomed in Q1 2009.  
 
And so it goes. What is gold telling us now by not joining the party? I call the 2015-2016 
event the stock market top (that wasn’t) because it sure looked like a top, technically. But 
what was missing from the puzzle back then? How about Amigos 1, 2 & 3 not nearly 
being done with their journeys. Amigo #1 (stocks vs. gold) had been rising vs. gold since 
2012, but had more head room. Amigo #2’s long-term Treasury yields were well off their 
lows but not near the limiters (monthly EMA 100 on the 30yr and EMA 140 on the 10yr) 
and Amigo #3, the yield curve, bounced but was still in a flattening trend. So do you 
think it will be a good idea for us to continue tracking the Amigos? ☺ 
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3 Amigos 
 
10yr yield dwells below our target of 2.9%.  
 

 
 
30yr is further below its target (3.3%).  
 

 
 
For the perspective I always like to keep front and center, here is the long-term view of 
the 30yr yield and its would-be limiter.  
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It is just astounding to me that so many media stars and serious analysts alike are calling 
a bond bear market (i.e. an end to the long-term yield trend shown above). I mean, can 
we at least wait for the actual event before trying to cement big reputations in the media?  
 
I am struck by the potential for this whole thing to go contrary to predominant 
expectations. Fiscal tax policy like tax breaks have been enacted and regulations on 
business are being rolled back. It’s as good as it gets and everybody knows it! Except that 
the limiter, as of Saturday afternoon at 2:26 US Eastern Time, is intact and carts should 
remain where they belong, behind horses.  
 
Let me ask you this; how far would a nice stock market liquidation (and bear market) go 
in limiting yields? As the Fed oh so slowly unwinds its balance sheet, there would be no 
buyer quite as enthusiastic as a casino patron suddenly in manic risk ‘off’ mode.  
 
For now we may be looking at a bounce and/or rally. But there is short-term and there is 
longer-term. It is going to be really important for us to keep perspective on the whole of 
this process as we move forward. The other 2 Amigos are shown below. In 2015 the 
SPX/Gold ratio and the yield curve were not ready to signal a market top and so, it wasn’t 
a market top. There is still room for the happy stuff but with the market’s break, we can 
also watch to see if these indicators stay happy or reverse to the sad stuff. 
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Global Stock Markets 
 
FTSE charts are still not updating and I don’t have an acceptable ETF view, so the UK 
charts are dropped for now. Also, China’s FXT was not updating either, but FXI iShares 
is a good substitute. Everybody is breaking below the daily SMA 50 with DAX and 
NIKKEI looking worst (as Yen was firm). India, Russia and China are relatively intact.  
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The weekly chart shows Japan coming to what looks like a buy area, Germany highly 
suspect, technically and India fully intact. Russia looks like a technical buy at 20 +/- and 
China large caps are doing a similar thing to the US, punishing recent excesses.  
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Asia, EM and World got the clobbering they richly deserved. LatAm looks okay and 
Canada and Australia are bearish and suspect by the daily charts.  
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But again, the weekly has shown just how ridiculously overbought Asia, EM and the 
World became. That is getting fixed. Canada is in trouble here and Australia holds the 
EMA 60 for now. LatAm looks like it can ease further before becoming a buy (for 
LatAm bulls).  
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Commodities  
 
The CDNX is still holding up and even positively diverged the broad market by not 
making a lower low on Friday. This would be a positive for a bounce in risk ‘on’ and the 
speculative aspects of an ‘inflation trade’, which obviously also got hammered.  
 

 
 
 
 
The CRB index maintains a higher low and as such is a candidate to bounce. The 
correction in commodities appears more routine and less violent than in stocks. If CRB 
were to make and hold a lower low below the SMA 200, the play would be cooked.  
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Crude Oil dropped to a shelf of lateral support around 58, but that means it also fell 
below long-term support at 62 (this was previously key resistance). Until WTIC takes 
back the SMA 50 I’d be careful about this one.   
 

 
 
Gas goes about its business, happily destroying most who touch it from the long side.  
 

 
 
Industrial Metals took on a less bullish look last week but maintain a higher low by a 
decent margin. This is another cyclical item to be watched as a macro indicator.  
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Along with its Copper component, which looks nasty now on the daily view (but still at a 
higher low to December).  
 

 
 
Palladium really took it on the chin. It also declined vs. gold and that too is a macro 
indicator. These items should be front and center for us going forward.  
 

 
 
A Buy opp. was noted for Platinum around 950 and it’s just about there.  
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Agri is sneaky bullish on the daily time frame. I’d been forecasting the 240s for the index 
but if it continues to hold the SMA 200, that could become a more remote possibility.  
 

 
 
Where did all the Lithium hype go? Down the drain, for now at least.  
 

 
 
Finally, the Uranium ETF offers little reason for interest as it drops to fill a gap (at least). 
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Precious Metals 
 
A public article covers some macro fundamental topics and big picture technicals. It is 
old territory for us but may be worth checking out. The fates of the stock market and the 
gold sector usually go hand in hand.  
 
https://nftrh.com/2018/02/10/us-stock-market-precious-metals-and-the-macro-backdrop/ 
 
You may have noticed that I did more buying on Friday (per the Trade Log) and that is 
because I am getting that bullish feeling I get when gold bugs give up the ship. In this 
case, I assume many of the sellers were inflationist gold bugs and that is exactly the 
scenario we’d want to see.  
 
From Cotbase.com, the net positioning for silver (top) is constructive and for gold it is 
less so. A couple of points here. First, there was some pretty good downside in the prices 
of both silver and gold after the data were logged on Tuesday. The CoTs have likely 
improved from what we have available here. Also, the Small Specs were not bullish on 
gold as of Tuesday and that is a positive.  
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Let’s take a look at the weekly trends in gold vs. cyclical and risk ‘on’ items. We know 
that the dailies jumped last week but the weeklies give us the major trends. Gold made an 
interesting jump vs. CRB, Copper and Palladium. The rise in Gold/Silver finally brought 
pain across the macro, Gold/Oil jumped but has a way to go before it gets interesting. 
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Gold vs. stock markets is making moves across the board. Trends have not yet changed 
although in Europe and Canada that may be about to happen. Let’s see what any market 
relief bouncing (if applicable) may bring in the coming days and weeks. For now, this is 
simply a view of players all over the world rushing for the exit. What we need to figure 
out is whether this is a knee jerk or a macro change.  
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Gold vs. Currency indexes is on mixed signals as it eases toward support within a year-
long uptrend vs. USD, eases toward support within a 1.5 year long downtrend vs. Euro, 
consolidates a big up move vs. BP, probes support vs. Yen and looks stable above 
support vs. both the Canada and Australia dollars.  
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Here is another way of looking at gold vs. global currencies. UDN is in essence roughly 
an inverse-USD fund made up of global currencies. Measuring gold vs. UDN gives an 
idea as to whether gold is in a real, global bull market as opposed to just a USD-centric 
bull market. It has actually been up trending since 2013 but down trending within that 
uptrend since 2016.  
 
If gold gets above the center channel resistance line its intermediate bear trend could be 
over. Pinned under it however, the prospect of a lower channel line hit remains open.  
 

 
 
Let’s take a look at HUI weekly, featuring our old friend the EMA 55, which was the 
bear market ball and chain. Huey has been grinding the EMA 55 for well over a year now 
within a consolidation of the big up spike in 2016. We have noted 170 as support. 
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Now, what comes next? I believe the gold sector has been conspicuous for its refusal to 
go back to the hell it came from as the massive risk ‘on’ party hit its extremes. It sounds 
counterintuitive to some, but you do not want the gold sector running with the risk ‘on’ 
bulls so to me, it was good to see the sector sit there like dead wood during the market’s 
exciting reversal on Friday.  
 
There could still be some grind left but I for one have bullish feelings cropping up. The 
trigger would probably be silver finally assuming leadership over gold. It is no 
coincidence that the stock market’s mini implosion and continued gold sector pressure 
came with a gap up in the Gold/Silver ratio (GSR). If the ratio settles down with a little 
broad market relief, maybe the gold sector will bottom and participate.  
 

 
 
Regardless, the GSR rises along with gold sector fundamentals even as it often brings 
pain to the sector. Look no further than gold/stocks and gold/commodities ratios. These 
feed the gold mining sector’s macro fundamentals and its sector-specific fundamentals 
(as gold rises vs. cost inputs).  
 
I am going to spare the gold stock charts (although a few weeklies will be in the 
NFTRH+ Charts & Notes segment below) this week because throw a dart at your 
favorite miner for fundamental reasons, and it probably got clobbered last week. I believe 
we are at or approaching a sector buying opportunity and this time it is for better reasons 
than the mid-December ‘buy’, which was for seasonal and sentiment (and CoT) reasons 
as the sector rallied as an “also ran” with the general inflation trade.  
 
I currently hold (in alphabetical order) AAU, BTG, GSV, KL, MOZ.TO, NEM, PG.TO, 
SAND, SBB.TO, SSRM, SVM and WDO.TO and don’t know that I have a need to 
venture too far into new areas. AXU maybe, possibly KGC, PAAS or WPM. But for now 
I want to manage a would-be low and would be happy to simply add to current holdings 
if the sector looks prospective.  
 
The bottom line however, is that the stock market cracked and if the crack is a prelude to 
future additional downside, it is time to pay close attention to the gold sector.  
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Currencies 
 
Uncle Buck got through minor resistance and lurks below significant resistance on the 
daily chart. The resistance is lateral (Sept. lows) and by the declining SMA 50. USD is 
bouncing vs. all currencies but the also risk ‘off’ Yen but remains in daily downtrends in 
relation to those currency indexes.  
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The weekly chart shows a still very bearish USD index, support vs. Yen and the intact 
bearish trends vs. all the other indexes. The USD-centric ‘inflation trade’ is not dead, but 
a US-centric Goldilocks environment* surely seems to be.  
 

 
 
* i.e. the US or certain asset markets may or may not remain bullish, but if they do, it 
would be similar to the Greenspan era inflation, not the Bernanke era inflation. I sense 
that this could be one of my notoriously confusing points, so please don’t hesitate to ask 
for clarification (gary@nftrh.com). 
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Market Sentiment (graphics: NFTRH, Sentimentrader.com & Yardeni.com) 
 
Keeping the segment compact as promised, the epic over bullish reading by newsletter 
writers was being addressed even before the worst of the correction last week as the 
Investors Intelligence Bull/Bear Ratio spiked down from 5.24 to 3.51 in a nanosecond. 
 

 
 
Let’s keep in mind that spikes in the Equity Put/Call ratio have not tended to be bearish. 
What has tended to be bearish are trend changes in the ratio’s weekly EMA 10. That is 
not yet in play so let’s keep that cart behind said horse.  
 

 
 
 
Okay, everybody happy? No, they are not, which is why we might be happy for a while 
as contrary sentiment says things are about a million times better than 2 weeks ago.  
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Dumb money lost its mind and ran for the exits while smart money bought the market. 
Now, these are indicators not actual people, but still… ☺ 
 

 
 
 
 
For fun, we had a classic contrarian duo last week. No further explanation necessary.  
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NFTRH+ Charts & Notes (weekly charts unless otherwise noted) 
 
ABB (monthly) was dismissed last week to raise cash, but is still very much on watch.  
 

 
 
AZN was held despite the breakout failure. Not sure why other than was a busy week. # 
 

 
 
Added more BB @ 12 area, as noted would be the case.  
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BMY shook me out in cash raising. No problem. Nice support hold though.  
 

 
 
Was remorseful about taking CBT profit until it tanked again on Friday, at which time it 
was bought back. ☺ 
 

 
 
CHL (monthly) fell victim to cash raising even before it cracked support (tentatively). 
Little interest for now.  
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Watching this former long for ghoulish reasons now. Support failure last week but it did 
hold the channel line.  
 

 
 
EW held the breakout and I held EW. 
 

 
 
I got a little wigged out about the Yen and sold FANUY. This chart questions why? 
Fanuc is on watch as usual. Really like the company.  
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Former hold GOOGL bought back on Friday’s drop.  
 

 
 
GSK (monthly) held support and I held GSK. 
 

 
 
Took profit on GSUM (daily), but bought back per the hit of the SMA 200 on Friday. 
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Added GSV as noted in the Trade Log, due to its hit of the lower channel line.  
 

 
 
Using the Bio sector for now vs. individual names. Held support last week. 
 

 
 
Using the device sector in addition to individual names. Held support last week. 
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Still have my eye on this thing (monthly). 
 

 
 
What on earth happened here? We’d noted a trade in December (I did not participate) and 
a selling opp. in January. Now IRBT is in free fall but could provide a bottom feed play 
in the 40s. I may keep it on radar, but as a very low priority.  
 

 
 
IYZ (monthly) has dropped to the would-be buy point for those who think the market is 
going to swing defensive with declining long-term Treasury yields.  
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Still holding KBE, which is on the other side of the Yields play, preferring them elevated.  
 

 
 
KL is a little suspect here. I added to it on Friday, but... it needs to hold lateral support. 
 

 
 
Old friend KO dropped hard. I am interested at or just above support. 
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MOZ.TO needs to hold the top support or the others open up. Holding.  
 

 
 
Bought MZOR back on Friday after earlier profit take. 
 

 
 
PANW seemed largely unaffected by last week’s drama. That seems to be a show of 
strength and I still have this guy on watch.  
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PG.TO was bought back on Friday. 
 

 
 
RIO still has that target. Watching for now with metals miner exposure concentrated in 
XME, per Trade Log noting a focus on ETFs.   
 

 
 
TECK (monthly) is very interesting. I want to see if Feb. holds the breakout. Profits were 
taken on both of these metals miners but they could be bought back if the sector firms. 
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Finally, the little blue bird made some fundamental strides last week and was pushed up 
20% by the market. It might be worth keeping on watch in the event a ‘next shoe to drop’ 
in the market comes about in the coming weeks. 25-26 could be of interest.  
 

 
 
 
As for short positions, it all happened so quickly and so nimbly, first with our in-week 
updates about the Semi sector’s negative signals and then with the market’s crack and 
mini-crash. So LRCX, BRKS, SOXL and IYR/DRN were shorted, covered, shorted and 
covered successfully (MKSI was shorted for a quick and ill-fated go round). 
 
I have a personality defect that makes me a lousy person to be around when I am short 
and the bulls put on strong rallies (even if I think they are ill-fated). I am better about it in 
a bear market or a severe bear phase, but we remain in major up trends across most 
markets and so I would still be careful from the short side, especially now with all that 
green showing up in the Sentiment segment. Patience my friends.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NFTRH+ updates are emailed directly to subscribers who opt in (send request to 
gt@biiwii.com). Alternatively, subscribers may wish to sign up for direct email or the 
RSS feed at nftrh.com to receive all posts, public and private, including NFTRH+. 
 
A reminder that chart based NFTRH+ updates are just trade setup ideas, which may not be revisited as the parameters 
are already noted. They are meant as a starting point for further research if interested. Fundamentals-based ideas are 
also provided for your further research only (I am not a fundamental stock analyst). I will not personally buy every 
item highlighted and will sometimes sell – without prior notice (because this takes time and resource away from 
NFTRH’s main functions) – any item that I do buy, below target, which is something I often do as a trader. 
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Portfolio Notes (Brokerage, Roth IRA & Trading) 
 
This segment has been abbreviated and simplified as of April, 2014.  Normal portfolios 
may return* when new market trends are established that can be managed longer-term.  
The Speculation Portfolio (Roth IRA) was +152% from the 9.28.08 baseline at the time 
tracking was suspended (4.6.14). 
 
* This creates extra work in the form of tables and formatting and with reports that average over 30 50 
pages, their value to the overall service is being evaluated.   
 
 
Holdings (long): AAU, ARAY, AZN, BB, BTG, CBT, EW, FM.TO, GOOGL, GSK, 
GSUM, IBB, IHI, IYH, JNJ, KBE, KL, MOZ.TO, MZOR, NEM, PG.TO, SAND, 
SBB.TO, SSRM, SVM, TRXC, WDO.TO, XME 
 
Holdings (short): None 
 
Bonds: IEF & IEI (some might consider these a more volatile dividend paying cash 
equiv.) 
 
Cash & income-paying Equiv. (SHV, FDRXX): 70%  Cash levels are what is right for 
me and my real-world situation. Your situation is likely different. Depending on the 
market, in-week, cash can and will be adjusted abruptly for risk management purposes. 
 
Note: All other things being equal, cash percentage will increase notably in the coming 
weeks with a transfer of funds into the account from another source.  
 
Refer to the Trade Log under the NFTRH Premium menu at nftrh.com for real time 
trade details, if interested. 
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